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Duration: 15 mins  

Technical: One desk, two desk microphones rigged to small PA- natural lighting, or 

in the evening house lighting throughout-. A coconut, ball, and stick, will also be used 

to create a temporary coconut shy during the performance. Pen and paper required 

for audience members.  

Outline: Two performers will use monologue, duologue, spoken word, to encourage 

(though not force) the audience to participate in a brief writing exercise, and carnival 

game- with twists... Through site specific investigation and game play the 

performance will look at the necessity for democratic engagement, the creation of 

appropriate legal powers, and the development of political awareness and 

consciousness.  

Think of the reasons why you feel bad when you wake up in the morning. If you 

could change anything about the world what would it be? In this participatory 

performance, you will enter a parallel universe where past and present versions of 

Cardiff Bay overlap: contemporary commercial sheen superimposed on the old 

colonial locus. As clerks of the Bute Dock Company, we propose to set up a 

temporary public hot-desk in our Gothic headquarters of this outpost of the Empire in 

order to harvest dreams. For one day only, the Company has granted us this rare 

opportunity to change Wales, the world and our lives. Drawing on fairground shyster 

tactics the performance plays with notions of futility and failure in the current 

democratic situation in Wales. Within the dystopian setting, there is an offer of a 

micro-utopian possibility of hope. When you leave today, you may well find the Bay 

and Wales itself to have changed… if certain conditions are met.  

  



     
 

     
 

     
 

  



(Two clerks enter the space carrying a desk and place in the middle of the 

performance space,. One places a bag on a table and fastidiously removes 

pen, paper, paperclips, and arranges them neatly on his half of the desk. The 

other puls out a ramshackle pile of papers and dumps them on his half of the 

desk) 

 

Clerk 1 (the neat 1): Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. I'd like to thank you in 

advance for your kind attention and quiet admiration of our performance. His name is 

Steven Jeremiah Hitchins, my name is Christopher Amos Paul. Together- we are the 

clerks of the Bute Dock company. And we are here today to conduct an experiment 

in positive Public Relations on behalf of The Company. 

 

Clerk 2: When I was a kid I used to love maps. And if a place looked particularly 

inviting I’d put my finger on it and say when I grow up I’ll go there. Cardiff was one of 

those places. True, by then it wasn’t really a place anymore. It had become one of 

the blank spaces of the earth, a white patch on the map. But it had a canal in it, a 

mighty big canal that you could still make out on GoogleEarth, winding down through 

the deleted communities like an immense snake.  

 

Clerk 1: It is possible you will never have heard of the Old Bute Docks Company, 

that officially started business on this site, in this Pierhead building, in year X aka 

1886 and closed its doors to trading in year Y aka 1910. Do not let your ignorance in 

these dates trouble you. Chronology is a fictitious notion. The Company's implicit 

economic power and political influence existed before year X and certainly did not 

cease in year Y. Its face merely changed along an axis as it manisfested itself is a 

guise more appropriate to the times. As long as men have pointed gun, sword, or 

spear, at other men, in exchange for goods and labour the Company has been, and 

will continue to be ad infinitum. 

 

  



      
 

     
 

     
  



Clerk 2: One day I got my appointment. It appears the Company had had one of its 

clerks killed in a scuffle with the natives. That was my chance. At one end of the 

Company’s office there was another map. This one was marked with colours: red 

blue green orange purple. But I wasn’t going to any of those. I was going into the 

white. Dead centre. And the canal was there. Like a snake. So I was commissioned 

to write this report. They have anchored the seat of government in a heritage theme-

park on a harbourfront leisure-strip. I have been allocated a desk in the headquarters 

of abolished time, where the colonial machinery pokes its terracotta snout through 

the commercial sheen. From my desk in this imperial admin outpost I look out over 

the great dish of West Dock’s drained basin. Stone pillars have sprouted up from its 

smooth concrete crater like the petrified trunks of primeval plantlife. These cement 

columns are topped with cylindrical cages. Perhaps they are intended to house 

criminals, incalcitrant slaves, or pale flares that will illuminate the cobbles. At the 

moment they function as highrise litter bins for feathers and birdshit.  

 

Clerk 1: I do hope ladies and gentlemen, with our frank declarations, we are not 

giving a bad account and impression of the Company's activities at this stage . I 

spoke earlier of violence and I want to make it clear that the purpose of our 

employers, The Company, is not to subjugate with jackboot and aggression, in order 

to profit- no. That would be quite crass. We'll leave that to Donald Trump. We realise 

only full to well that in order to dominate swathes of the human species, as we do do 

now, and we do dominate you in many, many ways, have no doubt about that fact, in 

fact you accept our power as an integral, even beneficial, function in society- In oder 

to do this we need to incentivise you- the unwashed, you the masses, you the largely 

powerless and innocuous mules and whom we depend for our feathered nests- far 

more than we need to brutalise you- in order for you to do our bidding. This is why 

and how we keep you primed like Pavolovian dogs in your ickle invisible terrace 

house cages, waiting for your paychecks and beer at the end of every month. So 

today we come to offer you such incentive. Lucky you. We come with bread and 

circus. Today we come and we- the Clerks of the Old Bute Company- are pleased to 

present you- The People of Wales- with the opportunity to harvest the very fruits of 

your dreams… 

 



 

     
 

     
 

     
 
  



Clerk 2: And currently a seagull perches on the one nearest me. Skateboarders sit 

on the steps around the rim of the crater. Beyond them aluminium chairs are stacked 

under folded parasols. Six men walk in file across the plaza, a chain between them 

clinking in time with their footsteps. Another strolls despondently behind, clutching a 

machine gun by its middle. Girls photograph each other outside Pizza Express. Flaky 

fungal blooms blister the faschias of franchised dining. Sombre tendrils clinging to 

cultural sludge. Knuckled twists of rope, plaited ligaments of horsehair straggle 

around weather-nibbled railings. The cashpoint cove of contactless cruising is 

scattered with frayed twine mesh, crates and sacks, toppled chain-pub chalkboards 

and bleached laminated menus.  

 

Clerk 1: Underneath your chair you will find a pencil and paper. These are the most 

powerful weapons you will ever have at your disposal. Now, before writing anything 

we want you to consider your life…. What makes you get up in the morning, what do 

you think of to drop off to sleep peacefully at night, what stops you from turning and 

tossing in lonely dismay all night- what dreams do you have- in the midst of your life- 

that you wish to realise now? 

 

Perhaps that dream is a simple common non lofty dream- I dream of being rich. I 

dream of being pretty… perhaps it is a more abstract and complex dream- but think 

of a dream you have for your life right now… 

 

Please write one or more of those dreams down. 

 

Now- we wish you to think of your community- and of your nation- Wales/UK. 

 

How could it be better- what can improve it? If you cannot think of anything ask 

yourself why you bother voting. 

 

Finally think of the world- this global overheating war economy with its entrenched 

lines of rich and poor. What are your dreams for this world-? Now write those down. 

 

Desire is what makes a manifesto sovereign- desire is all. Now please- take your 

dreams, fold them carefully- or place them in this- the magic hat. 



     
 

     
 

      
 
 
  



Clerk 2: In the afternoons, black shapes crouch in the shadows of the concrete 

columns. Bones recline onto smooth cement. Skinned flicker of blind white orbs 

dying out. Boats embedded in the mudflats. Rust bubbles boil through their hulls. 

Sails of barges, clusters of canvas, out in the fish porridge mists of Butetown 

marshes. And in the distance beyond Techniquest I can make out Sea Lock, where 

the canal meets the sea. Wharves where iron and coal are transferred from canal-

boats to ocean-going vessels at the eastern end of A4232 road bridge and Southern 

end of Canal Park. Log-propped saplings and red metal benches in the play area. 

White cement apartment blocks with glass verandas. Canalside cranes. A mural  

commemorates the bulldozed communities. 

 

Clerk 1: Thank you for allowing us- the company- to harvest your dreams. Well, you 

may call them dreams, to us they are just data. 

 

The company have decreed that for this one day only you will all have the chance to 

reclaim one, just one, dream- and they will come true- IF- you can succeed in this 

little game we will organise for you now 

 

(Set up coconut shy) Coconut. Cup. Ball. I think you are bright enough to see how 

this is meant to work. 

 

Now please form an orderly line to play- please remove one dream from the hat as 

you reach the ockey- read this dream out loud as this is the dream you are playing to 

realise today. 

 

One last thing… one last rule specific to our circumstances here… Please try your 

best to remove the coconut from the shy stick. Please read the dream out loud 

before attempting to throw the ball to effect your task… with your feet. 

 

That is right ladies and gentlemen… we are in Wales/UK after all, any dreams you 

hope to achieve for yourselves or others must be attempted with both hands firmly 

behind the back. 

 



     
 

        
 

      

 



Written by Chris Paul and Steven Hitchins 


